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philosophy married to science and giving birth to a poet)
believes and thinks about life—poetry, art, science
philosophy, religion, politics—full of wisdom of all sorts!
And so full of poetry, too. It is crabbed in places, as you
would expect, but he is always escaping to similes and
stories of man and nature, and they are as fresh (tho'
mostly not to me so perfect in form or clear in inspire
tion) as his finest lyrics of fifty years ago. I have no
doubt at all that he is the poet living to-day whom the
to-morrows of two or three centuries hence will still be
interested in.
... Thank you again very much for such an interesting
letter* It wouldn't be human of an author not to enjoy
seeing his book taken in such detailed seriousness as you
have taken this, and you know I value your opinion—so
it all gives me great pleasure.
From Rev. F. G. Ellerton	Tardebigge
November 25, 1929
my dear john,
No. I don't give in at all about Richard II, etc. The fact
is that, as Henley said of R.L.S., you have " something of
the lesser catechist" about you and are always looking out
for moral values* To me it seems purely meaningless to
talk about S« not wanting us to prefer Macbeth to
Banquo and Macdu£ Also I opine that with one part of
his being he adored creating lago, with another Othello.
Really, really 1 you with your " unsophisticated reader " are
putting the Bard on the level, of transpontine melodrama
where the villain is booed, or of those priceless Drury Lane
productions where I remember being in tears of helpless
laughter at the absurdities of the piece, and being
" hushed " at by the pit which was sobbing its unsophis-
ticated real wet tears of ha|)py sentimentality. Am I to
boo lago and Macbeth and Ricnard III ? Then I must also
boo Cleopatra, Shylock, and FalstafE I don't want to boo
anyone, lago comes near to it and still more lachimo.

